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About This Game

Vernon's Legacy is an horror adventure with an enigmatic story that takes place nearly a century ago.

You learned of the sudden death of your uncle two days ago. When you reach the estate of your deceased relative, you find it
deserted. Why is Alois the butler not here to receive you?

Something is not right.

You explore the rooms of Dunkenhof Manor in the first person view.
Do not expect this to be a hitch-free stroll—there are puzzles to solve, secrets to unravel, and hidden doors to open.

You can add items to your inventory and use them to interact with your environment.

You keep coming across the effects of the former inhabitants of the place. Their letters and notes reveal to you the events of the
past few years.
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When you finally enter the centuries-old vaults beneath the house, you realize that a force beyond any imagination lurks here
and your life is in mortal danger.

Features

Story inspired by real events from the World War I era.

Authentic art-nouveau environment.

Sophisticated puzzles with a variety of approaches.

Immersive graphics based on the newest Unreal technology.

Chilling horror atmosphere.

Horror survival elements.
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Title: Vernon's Legacy
Genre: Adventure, Indie
Developer:
TripleBrick
Publisher:
TripleBrick
Release Date: 23 Sep, 2016

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS: 64 bit Windows 7

Processor: 2 GHz Dual-Core CPU

Memory: 4 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce GTX 560 1GB / Radeon R7 250X 1GB

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 5 GB available space

English,German,Russian,French
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Retro gamers, it is exactly what you think it is.

Currently, there is no joystick support for the x360 controller, despite the setup splash screen before starting the game...

Mouse control: moving left or right from a fixed point where you hold down the L-mouse button, which also fires your weapon.
Space: jump back away from the grid. (consumes energy)
L-Ctrl: fires beam weapon. (consumes more energy)

The lack of controls is annoying, ATM, but hopefully joystick support will be added. The game itself is wonderfully frantic,
disorienting, and twitchy... exactly what a tube-shooter should be!. why dose it cost so much for the dlcs its a good VN but all i
want is my Rea why o i haveto pay 20.00 bucks for her. One of the best games I've ever played
Glorious violence, melee and shooting blended to make combat intense.
Online is still alive and it will never die, just don't expect to jump in and do well
Some of us have been here a long time (note most of my hours are on xbox)

Would recommend to anyone willing to put the time in to learn the game. I haven't ate since 2016. Humans can last a year
without eating, right?. Game keeps freezing.. In many ways, Far Cry Primal feels like Ubisoft had this perfectly good Far Cry
setup from Far Cry 4 that was just sitting there and they decided to cobble together a quickie storyline in "10,000 BC"
(intentional reference to the bad movie of the same name). While it does have some unique elements, you can see the
similarities (elephants/mamoths, tigers/sabertooth tigers, etc.).

One thing I thought when I started playing was that I wouldn't like the prehistoric weaponry. I have to give Kudos to Ubisoft for
making the gameplay/mechanics more interesting than I thought they would.

HOWEVER... I think they have done enough to make this a separate story. The storyline isn't very complicated, but, then again,
are any of the Far Cry storylines complicated? There are the usual almost overwhelming number of side missions and pop-up
events to keep you busy and able to purchase more advanced weaponry with your gained experience/leveling up.

While not overwhelmingly good, I think this was, overall, a worthwhile buy... on sale! I would not be nearly as happy if I had
paid full retail. I believe I purchased this at 50% off.

Recommended.

Note: I do not like multiplayer games, so I stick with the Campaign side of games for my reviews.. this game is really amazing
considering only one guy made it and i can see the potential of this game.

very well done!. There will never be another game like this, and it is absolutely heartbreaking.

Do not let my play time fool you, I have put probably hundreds of hours into this game - I recently bought the steam version so I
could enjoy the Athena Sword expansion which I have somehow never played until this point. So, I feel like I can confidently
say that this is BAR NONE the best tactical shooter of all time (SWAT 4 is the only other real contender) and one of the best
FPS experiences ever. Each mission is a new and ever changing challenge every time. The firefights are tense and brutally
unforgiving. You will feel like the best counterterrorist operative when you play this game, and although your teammate AI can
have a few moments of error, they will bail you out and you will grow to love them. This is a MUST BUY if you are even at all
interested in the genre. It's an absolute shame what Tom Clancy games have become ever since Clancy has passed away -
although some of these games are in fact enjoyable, none of them are even close to this level of realism and intensity. I
genuinely believe Clancy was directly involved with this game (although it is unproven - if you're reading this and you have
information regarding this PLEASE let me know, I couldn't find anything) and that is why it's such a damn powerful experience.

So basically, buy this game. Now. It is amazing, and you will love it. I haven't even talked about the mods for it.... this game is
so freaking awesome...

. Just thought this game needed another negative review. Read the negative reviews other players have posted and you'll
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understand approximatelly how I feel about the game. (Fun for 2-4h max and then it gets repetitive until you stop playing......
forever)
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This game does not work on WIndows 8.1. After clicking start, the game will freeze on a black screen. Avoid until this gets
fixed.. I've been playing for a couple hours so far, and having a blast.
I don't usually like puzzle games, but this one really got into me, because it's a great challenge.
Besides that, the soundtrack is amazing! I'm listening to it every day.. Run..Jump..Die. Run..Jump.. Die. Run. Jump. Jump..
Die..
Great, now do it again.. I love this game and so does my wife, we take turns from being the cook or the waiter and can turn into
crazy fun and good way to learn how to communicate better wih others a must have, one playes the VR and the other plays on
the computer making so you don't need anouther VR. Super cool

Edit: They also added an update for cupcakes now!! hard at first but fun when you understand you can stack the cupcakes.
Remove this from Steam. I'm going to be painfully honest with you here... this is not a very good football game. Sure it has
potential to become something in the future, but as of right now, I just cannot recommend spending $16 dollars on this game. I
hate Madden, I hate the NFL, I wanted to be able to love this game, especially since this game being good would be great for the
sports video game market... but this game is basically boiled down to the on-field action (no season, franchise, stat tracking... all
the things you want from a sports game), and the on-field action isn't very good. If you want to buy this game just to spite
Madden or to expand the competition, I totally respect that, but I think the average sports gamer is going to find this game
lacking in too many areas to really enjoy it.

Playing defense is a nightmare... the controls are slippery and unintuitive... it took me 3 quarters of a game to figure out that RT
was the tackle button, and even after that I wasn't entirely sure that RT was the tackle button. The pre-snap controls are equally
as baffling (RB\/LB to cycle players? Y to call a timeout? Why???). Most of us have been Maddenized by this point, why not
just make the control scheme similar? Be different in presentation, be different in how the game feels on the field, but please
don't make me learn an entirely new control scheme - especially not one that makes zero sense. I was ready to throw my laptop
through the window after the 3rd time I got called for delay of game for accidentally calling at timeout that I didn't have (again,
WHY MAP IT TO THE Y BUTTON????) Of course, the first time I got called for it was after I kicked off, and the delay of
game triggered the other team to have to kick to me... so that was an unexpected glitch in my favor :)

Offensively, I enjoyed the presnap motion, I feel like they nailed that pretty well... I am a big CFL fan, and all the pre-snap
movement is something I really enjoy... it's just hard to see your outside receivers, so expect to get nailed with the occasional
offsides. The passing game feels okay... there's some animations missing that could make it better, but for the most part it feels
competent... running after the catch is a decent amount of fun. DB AI is not the best though, so you are not going to see much
resembling a contested catch\/battle for the football. Basically, if the DB is going to knock it down, the ball is either going to hit
him in the back of the head, or he's going to stand in front of your WR and jump straight up and down a few times... and maybe
pick off a pass here and there. The running game is fairly non-existent from what I can tell. My biggest gripe offensively lies in
the QB within the pocket game... He feels like he's about 100 years old shuffling around until either a DL hurls his body into
him, or the DL decide not to rush and you can finally get him outside of the pocket. After years of playing newere football
games, it doesn't feel very good.

All in all, I just can't recommend this game to the average football fan. Maybe CFL fans who are harder core than I am will like
it, but I see most people begrudgingly accepting their football video game fate (ie, it's Madden or nothing). If you're comitted to
trying to build a brand other than Madden, than by all means, buy the game and hope the developer continues to support this
series, because you can see some glimmers of potential (one of those "everyone's got to start somewhere" kind of things). Me?
I'm going to refund it, because $16 is just too much for me to drop on the hope that this will some day turn into an awesome
series. If\/when it gets there, I'll be more than happy to buy it, but my video game budget is currently too limited to purchase a
game that I don't enjoy and that I'm not going to play.. The game overall is not bad, but it has some major flaws.

Pros:
- Good pixelated graphics,

Cons:
- Awful controls. For example, when you switch between seasons, you are unable to move for a brief moment. But this often
resulted in me being hit by something or someone. Otherwise, if the controls were fine, this could have been easily avoidable.
Sometimes you're unable to perform a dash, no matter how fast you hit the action button resulting in disturbed gameplay flow.
Often enemies hit you because of that. When you shoot and if you press down, you don't crouch. You need to stop shooting to
crouch. I think you should be able to crouch as you shoot.The controls don't actually feels tight.
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- Bad collision detection for some enemies. Sometimes you're in front of a rock and get hit by. Sometimes on slopes you hit the
smash button, but you get hit by the enemy and the enemy didn't get a hit. There are some falling leave you should jump on
them, but the space you can jump on them is too small and that often resulted in falling though them.
- Backtracking. In some cases backtracking is not that bad, but in case of this game it's bad. Once you finish a level, there's little
to no desire to go back. Although the graphics may be cool, the levels themselves are not that interested. Nothing too spectacular
and repetitive, with repetitive enemies and patterns. And most of the time they follow the same formula. And the worst is, if
you get killed, you lost all of your progress and you need to start from the beginning of a level. This becomes tedious. Even if
there are some checkpoints, they costs you coins. I'd prefer if they were automatic. But no, you have to specifically tell that you
want to save and loose some of your coins. Just great...
And then, there's the grind mechanic. You also must backtrack levels to get coins, if you would like to upgrade your abilities.
Actually, there's no "would". You NEED to upgrade anyway because I don't think you could progress further. Again, if you die
and lost some amount of coins and save collected items, it would have been much better and acceptable, but as it is right now
it's... meh.
- Dropped coins stays for too short amount of time.
- The default jump height seems not enouigh, as you almost all of the times need to double jump in order to get even on
platforms that are literally above your head.
- You can't press down+jump to jump down from one-way up platforms (like tree leaves).
- Music. This is really my personal opinion, as some of you might like the soundtrack, but I don't like the music at all. It's
actually the worst music this game could get. If the music was better, maybe I would have liked this game more. Sound effects
however are fine.
- There's no button to exit the game. Seriously, how such a big team (I've seen the credits) could have missed that?

Really, this game showed potential, but at this point I can't give this a thumbs up. Maybe if they fix these issues.... Basically a
Democracy clone with a tiny bit of lackluster graphics and without most of the changeable things.
In fact you move a few tanks and engineers over the map, improve some infrastructure.. or not.. doesn\u00b4t really matter
much. Main point are the "dilemmas" which some of the different "leaders" come to you with each round, and how you handle
them. The resolutions aren\u00b4t always logical or even seem buggy once or twice.. but yeah.
 There are no elections... no bigger results or demographics besides a few basic ones like "stability" and "income" naturally.

I finished one scenario (in not even ten minutes?).. got a few hundred points as "result" and thats that.

Conclusio: The "President for a Day" games are not promising much.. but deliver even less, at least for me. Maybe for people
who just want some easy clicking in between it\u00b4s fun enough, also the price isn\u00b4t too high. But i find it just boring ..
and wasted potential

Also if you have to get one, get the other one "Floodings" instead of "Corruption", Floodings had at least a bit more fun imo.

Point Scale 3\/10. Poor breakout game, uninspired levels, awful sounds, decent art but not very interesting, very short.
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